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Letter from the Chair of the Parish Council
The Parish Council made the decision to instigate a Parish Plan. All residents were
invited to a meeting at the Village Hall to voice their views as to how they saw the village
and how it could be improved. Various categories were set out on display panels and
everyone was asked to add post-it notes on to each panel giving their views. It was also
an opportunity to ask for volunteers to set up a committee to progress this Plan.
A committee was formed from residents in the village and Parish Councillors, who then
spent numerous hours designing an adult questionnaire. The youth questionnaire was
put together by the newly formed Pirton Youth Council. Throughout this process thanks
must be given to Stuart Izzard (Development Officer for North Herts. District Council)
for his support, advice and subsequent funding from NHDC for the printing of the
questionnaires. These were printed and distributed to every household in the village
during April 2012. We were delighted with a return of over 70%.
By and large the majority of residents in the village are content and happy with life in
Pirton. In addition to replying to the actual questions, we received about 3,000
comments. Having analysed all the data, the Parish Council, and organisations within
and outside the village, now have a good knowledge base for improving village life.
I would personally like to thank all the numerous people involved who willingly gave
their time to produce this Parish Plan.
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Introduction

Introduction
Pirton Village
In North Hertfordshire on the border with Bedfordshire, Pirton is a village of approximately 1300 people
with just over 500 dwellings. Situated on the slopes of the Chiltern Hills it lies at the edge of an Area of
Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB). Much of the village is designated as a Conservation Area and there are
54 listed buildings. Pirton is a desirable place to live, not only because of its accessibility to London, major
roads, rail links and airport, but also due to its quiet rural setting.
The population of Pirton is diverse. There are people of
all ages, backgrounds and occupations. Both lifelong
residents of the village and newer arrivals are active in
the community. This diversity contributes greatly to
the vitality of the village.
Pirton is a thriving village. The primary school, shop
with Post Office, Village Hall, two churches, two public
houses and the Sports and Social Club all act as focal
points for community activity. There is also a large
recreation ground with two full size football pitches,
two floodlit tennis courts and a junior football pitch
which are all in regular use during the season.
In the summer there are cricket matches and the artificial wicket and nets are also frequently used. In the
corner of the recreation ground is a well equipped children’s playground. Other recreational areas include
The Bury and a play area on Middle Green in Coleman’s Close.
The village supports an unusually wide range of voluntary activities. These
take all ages into account and provide social, cultural, leisure and sporting
activities. There are many clubs and one off events. There is a monthly
Parish
Magazine,
an
active
Parish
Council
web
site
www.pirtonparishcouncil.org.uk and a privately run village web site at
www.pirton.org.uk all of which provide a great deal of information about
the village.
In common with many other villages, Pirton used to have many shops and
pubs and a large number of people worked on the land. Now almost no one
works on the land. Most residents commute to work, many to London,
although there are some who run small businesses in the village. In
addition to the shop and two pubs there are commercial riding stables and
a number of sole trader businesses.
Pirton, meaning “where the pear trees grow”, lies at the eastern end of the Chiltern Hills on the Icknield
Way, an ancient trade route that is popular with walkers today. The village has a triangular layout created by
the three boundary routes at the edges of the village; West Lane, Walnut Tree Road and Priors Hill. Within
the area bounded by these roads, the village has developed as it has declined and prospered in turn over the
past thousand or so years.
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Pirton comprises a large open area to the south, which was the ancient core (see below Toot Hill and the
Bury) and a larger area of farms and houses to the north and west which date from the medieval period
(c. 1200) to the present day. This arrangement of roads and the particular way in which Pirton village has
developed gives it a unique character.

Pirton has a particularly rich heritage of historic buildings
and archaeological monuments, including many of regional
or national importance. These contribute significantly to
the character of the village and make it one of the most
historically important settlements in the region.

Several important prehistoric, Roman and Anglo Saxon sites are known in Pirton, but it is for the medieval
(AD 1066 – 1500) monuments that the village is especially noted. The most famous is the Motte and Bailey
castle known as Toot Hill (meaning “look out”). This comprises a large earth mound (The Motte) with a water
filled ditch and two outer defence areas (The Baileys). The Grade 1 listed Parish Church of St. Mary, which
dates from the 11th century, also lies within one of the castle Baileys.

To the south east of the castle and church is a large
grassed field known as The Bury, which contains the
earthwork remains of the now deserted part of the
ancient village of Pirton. Long depressions are clearly
visible which were once the streets of the old village and
the areas of raised ground indicate the position of the
houses.

Both the castle and The Bury are nationally important and are designated as Scheduled Ancient Monuments.
Pirton also contains a medieval moated site at Rectory Farm and well preserved remains of medieval “ridge
and furrow” ploughing in several of the fields that surround the village.

Pirton has a large number of important historic buildings, 54 of which are
Listed. At least three former manor houses lie within the village; Rectory
Farm, Hammonds Farm and Docwra Manor. A Grade 11* Listed 16th
century tithe barn also lies at Rectory Farm. A group of fine Medieval and
Tudor timber framed buildings are found on Great Green and in Burge End
Lane. Three Gables in Bury End was originally a Medieval hall house with
cross wings.
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Introduction
The village underwent a period of rapid population growth in
the early 19th century from under 500 villagers at the
beginning of the century to 1023 in 1861. New houses were
built to accommodate the rising population. Most of these
were terraces built with characteristic Arlesey white bricks
made from local gault clay. Some much larger Victorian houses
were also built, for example, Pirton Court and Pirton Hall.

During the latter half of the 20th century development
occurred mainly within the existing village envelope. In
1965 a modern estate was built at Cromwell Way and
Bunyan Close. Other small estates were also built, such
as St Mary’s Close and Franklin Close in the 1980s.

Coleman’s Close development was built in the
1990s. A number of minor developments, many
comprising single houses, continue to be built in
the village’s small open areas.
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What is a Parish Plan?
A Parish Plan is an opportunity for the whole community to voice its opinion on what action they wish to see
taken in their local area in the future. It enables the village to look forward for the next 5 – 10 years rather
than just responding to tasks that need immediate action. It provides a collective view of what people in the
parish want, giving a stronger voice for their community.
It supplies evidence of need and commitment which may be used to influence local authorities, service
providers and funding bodies. It can test or encourage community backing for a project that has already
been identified.
It involves and includes everyone in the Parish, it maps out services and facilities already in the community
and it discovers the issues and opportunities which people feel need addressing.

Producing the Plan

The Parish Council was advised that a Parish Plan was needed for the village.
A public meeting was held in the Village Hall where residents were invited to give their opinions and discuss
ideas, voice their likes and dislikes and talk through any changes they would like to see. A letter was also sent
to all Pirton organisations asking for their views.
The next stage required further information based on these preliminary findings and to this end, a working
committee of 10 residents (including representatives from the Parish Council) was formed. The committee
decided, after much discussion, that the most effective way to do this was a questionnaire circulated to all
households in the village. Many hours were spent formulating separate adult and youth questionnaires.
With help and advice from Stuart Izzard (NHDC) funding for the printing of the questionnaires was obtained.
To maximize a good response, a plea was made in the Parish Magazine and web sites for volunteer Street
Monitors who would deliver and collect the questionnaires and assist those who had difficulty in completing
the forms. As a result of all their efforts, we achieved an over 70% return.
Once returned, the results were analysed and around 3000 comments processed, some of which have been
used to enhance the raw statistics of this report. These comments, and those from the Youth Questionnaire,
are available in their original form on the Pirton Parish Council website
www.pirtonparishcouncil.org.uk/reports
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The main conclusions

Summary of Pirton Parish Plan Questionnaire Results
The sample
The total population of Pirton is approximately 1,217 (source NHDC).
503 Questionnaires for over 18s were delivered (one to each household in the Parish).
355 (71%) were returned representing the views of 621 (65%) of the adult residents of the Parish.
64% have lived in the village for more than 10 years.
In addition, 86 Youth Questionnaires were distributed and 84 were returned.
The most commonly cited reasons for coming to live in
the Parish are:
Open countryside
62%
Peaceful atmosphere
59%
Friendly village
48%
These are also the top 3 reasons for remaining here.

Working and commuting
9% of respondents work in the Parish. The remaining 91%
work in 38 other locations.
Most people (59%) make at least part of their journey to
work by car but there is little interest in developing a car sharing scheme.

Traffic
Although 40% have concerns about parking in the village, it is not felt to be an issue and 59% do not want to
see any form of parking restriction.
The majority of respondents (61%) would like to see the speed limit in Pirton reduced from 30 to 20 mph.

Local Transport
Although only a small number of people use the bus regularly many say they would use it more often if the
timing and frequency could be improved.

The Environment
Most respondents are happy with the level of street lighting, the condition of
pavements and footpaths and do not feel litter is a problem. Likewise most
respondents do not have concerns about dogs.
The majority of respondents feel more trees should be planted as well as more
wild flowers.
Regarding the development of wind turbines, industrial scale solar panels and
waste incinerators the response is predominantly negative. Similarly, most
respondents do not favour the provision of business units within the village.
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Community
There are no strong feelings that the village needs
additional sporting, non-sporting or other community
events. However 86% feel that newcomers to the village
should continue to be provided with village information
through the Pirton Organisations Booklet.
Almost half of all respondents (48%) support the
development of a film club.
A larger number (79%) would encourage the formation of
a Youth Club.
Most respondents (77%) would shop in a Farmers
Market, if one existed in the village, while 63% are
interested in buying local produce.
77% say they would be happy to support a village amenity if it was threatened by closure.
The provision of a Doctors surgery and/or a baby clinic is also popular.
High speed internet access is thought to be beneficial by 70% of respondents.

Policing
On the question of additional police presence in the village respondents are equally divided but the majority
(65%) are not prepared to pay a higher Council Tax to increase policing.

Planning and Housing
Most respondents express views on planning and
housing matters affecting the Parish as a whole.
Affordable, sheltered and 2 bedroom housing are the
most popular choices but 36% want no further
development in the village.
It is felt by 77% of respondents that local people should
be given preference for Housing Association and
sheltered housing.
42% support building WITHIN the village boundary
whereas 68% feel there should be no further
development OUTSIDE the village boundary.
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The main conclusions

The Sample
Copies of the Pirton Parish Plan Questionnaire were distributed to each of the 503 households in the Parish
and replies were received from 355.
This number of responses equates to 71% which is an extremely high response rate for any survey, providing
a good foundation for decisions about the development of Pirton as a whole.
Sample size by age group and gender
Age 66-75+
Age 56-65 yrs
Age 46-55 yrs

Male

Age 36-45 yrs

Female

Age 26-35 yrs
Age 18-25 yrs
0
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100

Number of people in each group
Sample size who were under 18

Completed adult questionnaires included 63
households with a combined total of 86 young
people aged between 11 and 17. All within this
age group were invited to complete the Youth
Questionnaire of whom 84 responded. The results
are in a separate section of this report.

Age 11 - 17
Age 5 - 10
Age 0 - 4
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Years living in Pirton

Number of young people in each group

Invalid Responses
16 years plus
11 - 15 years
6 -10 years
Up to 5 years
Less than 1 year
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Reasons for living in the Parish
The questionnaire asked why people came to live in the Parish and why they stay here. More than one
reason could be given and the chart shows the percentage of responses for each.
It shows the importance people place upon various aspects of the village and indicates very strongly what
they value. It gives guidance as to what people think should be conserved.
Just over half of respondents (54%) give the same reasons when asked why they stay in Pirton.
Reasons for coming to Pirton
Open countryside
Peaceful atmosphere
Friendly village
Un-crowded village
Liked the community
Small community
Village activities
Schools
Access to other places
Near work
Always lived here
Family lives here
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

% of respondents
Reasons for staying in Pirton
No change
Open countryside
Peaceful atmosphere
Friendly village
Liked the community
Un-crowded village
Small community
Village activities
Access to other places
Family lives here
Near work
Schools
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

% of respondents
People tend to stay in the Parish once they have moved here. In addition there are a number of families
who have lived here for generations.
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Why people live in the Parish

Work, Travel and Transport
Of those adults who responded 9% work within Pirton whilst respondents who travel further commute to
more than 38 other destinations including; Hampshire, Hatfield, Harpenden, Bury St Edmunds, Knebworth,
Northampton, St. Albans, Ware, Yorkshire.

Location of regular work, education or training
Other
London
At Home
Pirton
Hitchin
Various
Stevenage
Luton
Letchworth
Bedford
Cambridge

The majority of respondents indicate that
although Pirton is their residential choice, work,
education or training takes them beyond the
village, with most travelling in their own cars to
their chosen destinations (55%).

0%

5%

10%

15%

% of respondents
Willing to take part in a car sharing scheme

Means of travel to work, education or training
In your own car
Train
Other
Bus
As a passenger
Cycle
Motorcycle

Yes
No
Undecided
Invalid records
0%

20%

40%

60%

0%

% of respondents

% of respondents

The notion of car sharing is not popular and 55%
say no to the idea. This may be due to the wide
spread of work places.
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Parking
It is clear that most households possess vehicles and wish to be able to park near their homes. Questionnaire
comments reveal that parking during the day is less of a problem than in the evenings and at weekends.

Do you have any concerns about parking in the village?
Yes
No
Undecided
Invalid records
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

% of respondents
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Work, Travel and Transport

Analysis of the comments identifies parking as being of concern in certain areas.
In particular: Crabtree Lane, corner of High street/West Lane, High Street around the shop, Apostle Cottages,
Great Green, Shillington Road and junctions throughout the village.

Would you like to see some form of parking
restriction?

Preferred restrictions
Double Yellow Lines

Yes

No Parking signs

No

Resident parking…

Undecided

Restricted parking…

Invalid Records

0%
0%

20%

40%

60%

5% 10% 15% 20% 25%

80%

% of respondents

Speed Limit
There is considerable support for more measures to control speed. The main concerns, as revealed in the
comments, are in areas where crossing over the road is a problem. For example, the High Street near the
shop, near the school, near the Fox Public House and opposite Hambridge Way.
Traffic junctions are another concern. For example, Wood Lane with Priors Hill, Hitchin Road with Walnut
Tree Road, Royal Oak Lane with West Lane and Holwell Road, High Street with Shillington Road and West
Lane.

Would you like to see the speed limit reduced from
30 mph to 20 mph in the village?
Yes
No
Undecided
Invalid Responses
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

% of respondents
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Bus Service
Over 64% of respondents did not reply to the
question relating to the bus service although
some respondents did make informative
comments.

Comments show that although it is possible to
travel to Hitchin by bus there is either too long
or too short a time for the return bus.
Our ageing population is particularly concerned
about this.
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Work, Travel and Transport
Preferences for bus times according to age

Age 18 - 25

7 am - 9 am

Age 26 - 35

9 am -12 pm
12 pm - 3 pm

Age 36 - 55

3 pm - 6 pm
after 6 pm

Age 56 - 75
0

10

20

30

40

Number of respondents

Comments from our older respondents
indicate that they prefer to travel in the
morning. Many respondents comment on the
lack of co-ordination between buses and train
times, also on the reliability of the bus.
Younger adults express a desire for an
evening bus service which would allow them
to get back from Hitchin.
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The Environment
Although the majority of respondents agree that lighting should not be changed there are just a few areas
which people feel could be improved.
For example, extra lighting in Royal Oak Lane and Walnut Tree Road is mentioned.

Street Lighting should be
Unchanged
Increased
Decreased
Invalid Responses
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

% of respondents
Most respondents express satisfaction with the state of village pavements and footpaths. However, there
are some areas which people feel could be improved.
Overhanging hedges and trees are mentioned as a cause for concern because these narrow the available
walkway.
Do village pavements need improving?
Yes
No
Undecided
Invalid Responses
0%

20%

40%

60%

% of respondents

Do Parish footpaths need improving?
Yes
No
Undecided
Invalid Responses
0%

20%

% of respondents
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The Environment

Litter
Credit is given to Pirton Parish Council for employing a street cleaner to help improve the general
appearance of the village. However, there is some concern about the amount of litter around the Recreation
Ground, the village footpaths and the highways on the approaches to the village.

Do you think litter is a problem in the village?
Yes
No
Undecided
Invalid Responses

Are 2 litter picks and 5 hours street cleaning
adequate?
Yes
No
Undecided
Invalid Responses

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

0%

20%

% of respondents

% of respondents

Would you like to see more litter bins in the village?
Yes
No
Undecided
Invalid Responses
0%

20%

40%

40%

60%

% of respondents
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Generally speaking, dogs are not seen to be a problem. However there appears to be a lack of concern by
some owners to clear up after their dogs. Respondents object to the amount of dog excrement around the
village.
Have you any concerns regarding dogs?

Would you like to see any of the following?

Yes

Additional dog bins

No

Dog training initiatives

Undecided

Better location of dog bins

Invalid Responses
0%

20%

40%

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30%

60%

% of respondents

% of respondents

Although it is suggested in the comments that dogs
should be on leads at all times, it is not clear how
this would be enforced. Appeals to owners’ sense
of responsibility may be the only way to reduce the
amount of dog mess around the village.

The feedback relating to tree-planting is extremely positive. Respondents bemoan the loss of variety of trees
and make suggestions about the species they would wish to see. There is praise for the Parish Council’s
orchard initiative.
The planting of a variety of wild flowers in appropriate areas is welcomed to develop the natural habitat for
our native small mammals, butterflies and insects.
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The Environment

Should more trees be planted in the village?

Changes to benefit wildlife and the environment

Yes
Plant wild flowers

No
Undecided

Leave Greens uncut

Invalid Responses
0%

20%

40%

60%

% of respondents

0%

20% 40% 60% 80%

% of respondents

There were many suggestions for improving the natural environment in Pirton. Here are just a few:








Owl/bat boxes - encourage more birds and wildlife
More community gardening events - bulbs, Cowslips, bluebells
Encourage hedge planting, flowers to encourage bees.
Leaving road verges uncut until all the flowers have seeded
Leaving the odd pile of wood for insects to make their home
Nature trail and marking/naming of trees to help children learn about
nature. Maybe frog crossings
 Child friendly Pirton walks, organised to help children appreciate the variety
of birds, butterflies and other wildlife that inhabit Pirton.
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Within the village there is concerted
opposition to industrial scale development
of wind turbines, solar panels and waste
incinerators.

Wind turbines
Yes
No
Invalid Responses

0%

Solar Panels

20%

40%

60%

80%

% of respondents

Yes

Waste Incinerators

No

Yes

Invalid Responses
0%

20%

40%

% of respondents

No

60%

Invalid Responses
0%

20% 40% 60% 80%

% of respondents
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Amenities

Amenities
Respondents are more or less equally divided on
the issue of additional sporting facilities and clubs
in the village.

Additional sporting facilities/clubs in the village
Yes
No
Undecided
Invalid Responses

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

% of respondents

Additional non-sporting facilities/clubs in the village
Yes

The results are similar for non-sporting facilities
and clubs. A number of people would like
badminton and bowls clubs.

No
Undecided
Invalid Responses
0%

10%

20%

30%

% of respondents

40%

There are many other suggestions for additional
non-sporting clubs.

Encourage the development of a film club
Yes

No
Undecided
Invalid Responses
0%

20%

40%

60%

% of respondents
Almost half of respondents would support the
introduction of a Film Club.
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Respondents are equally divided on the question
of additional community events. This is clearly
reflected in the comments which seem to be
evenly split between those who think there are
enough events already and those who think the
more there are, the better.
Comments suggest that celebrations of major
events would be appreciated.

Additional Community events within the village
Yes
No
Undecided
Invalid Responses
0% 10% 20% 30% 40%

% of respondents

Should there be a Community Awards Scheme?
Yes
No
Undecided

There is some support for a Community Awards
Scheme – over 40% of respondents approve the
idea and 33% do not. However, all those making
comments on this question express negative
views.
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Amenities

A majority of respondents support the formation
of a Youth Club, although it is recognised that
this has been tried before and found difficult to
sustain.
Comments throughout the questionnaire suggest
that a large number of people feel there should
be more in the village for young people to do,
and many suggest a Youth Club and a skateboard
park.

Support for a Youth Club
Yes

No
Undecided
Invalid Responses
0%

20%

40%

60%

% of respondents

The Pirton Organisations Booklet to be supplied to
newcomers
Yes
No
Undecided

86% of those who replied think the Pirton
Organisations Booklet should continue to be
supplied to newcomers.

Invalid Responses
0%

50%

100%

% of respondents

Some of the comments state that newcomers
should receive a booklet as soon as they move to
the village.
Directory of Pirton Organisations
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Training/development for the following age
groups?
Under 5 years

There is some support for training and
development opportunities for various age
groups, with 12 to 18 year olds seen as the age
group most likely to benefit.

5 - 11 years
12 - 18 years
Adults
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

Many varied suggestions are made in the
comments about the sort of classes that could be
held with adult IT, First Aid and community
responsibility being the most popular.

% of respondents

Over three quarters of respondents say they would
help any village amenity threatened with closure.
Very few say they would not.
The Village Stores, Post Office and the pubs are
considered especially important to the village.

If a village amenity was threatened with closure
would you help keep it open?
Yes
No
Undecided
Invalid Responses
0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

% of respondents
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Amenities

Do you think Pirton Sports and Social Club needs
to be further improved?
Yes
No
Undecided
Invalid Responses

Many people (42%) would like to see
improvements to the building. Comments suggest
that people realise funding may be difficult.
15%, however, think it is acceptable as it is while
32% are undecided.

0%

10% 20% 30% 40% 50%

% of respondents

Would high speed internet access benefit you?
High speed internet access would benefit many
residents – more than two thirds as individuals,
one third for their work at home and 16% for
their business.

As an individual
For work (home office)
As a business
0%

20%

40%

% of respondents
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The questionnaire asked respondents to indicate
which, if any, amenities they would use from a given
list.
 More than half indicate they would buy local
produce if it was made available
 Almost half would use a surgery in the village
 39% would use a coffee shop if there was one

Would you make use of any of the following
amenities?
Local Produce
Surgery
Coffee Shop
Free Wi-Fi
Baby clinic
Internet Cafe

Reading Room
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

Would you buy goods from a Farmers’ Market in
the village?
Yes

A resounding 78% of respondents would support a
Farmers’ Market if they could, depending on prices
and which day of the week is was held.

No
Undecided
Invalid Responses
0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%
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Amenities

Policing
Respondents are evenly divided on the
question of additional police presence in the
village.

Should we have additional police presence in the
village?
Yes
No

However many would welcome more visible
policing in the village.
Comments show that many respondents do
not realise there is any police presence in the
village.

Undecided
Invalid Responses
0%

20%

40%

60%

% of respondents
.

Prepared to pay a higher Council Tax to increase policing
Yes
No
Undecided
Invalid Responses

Many people feel that they already pay a
high enough Council Tax.

0%

20%

40%

% of respondents
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Housing
Most respondents express views on planning and housing matters.
The village needs more housing of the following types
No development
Affordable
2 bed
Sheltered
3 bed
1 bed
4 bed or more
Flats
Mobile Homes
0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

35%

40%

% of respondents







We need to find a way to house young couples and adult children of current residents
More bungalows for locals to down-size
Services cannot cope and roads are bad enough already
There are far too many houses in Pirton already
Some development needed to ensure the village community thrives
We need to support the Parish Council's efforts to provide affordable houses



Small houses for first time buyers are desperately needed

Although more than one third of respondents think there should be no further development, almost as many
think there is a need for affordable housing.

Local people should be given preference for Housing
Association/Sheltered housing
Yes
No
Undecided
Invalid Responses
0%

20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

% of respondents
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Housing

On the question of building of houses WITHIN the village boundary 42% of respondents would support this
whilst 37% would not.
Amongst the comments of those who DO support development within the village it is generally felt that only
a few properties should be built, and that they should be small houses.

Do you support the building of houses WITHIN the
village boundary?

Do you support the building of houses OUTSIDE
the village boundary?

Yes

Yes

No

No

Undecided

Undecided

Invalid Responses

Invalid Responses
0%

20%

40%

60%

% of respondents

0%

20% 40% 60% 80%

% of respondents

When asked whether they support the building of
houses OUTSIDE the village boundary, only 14% say
yes while 69% say no.
Most of those who say yes comment that
development should be:
 controlled
 in keeping with the local environment
 subject to strict planning
 supported by adequate infrastructure
Many of those who say no are adamant that there
should not be any development whatsoever outside
the village boundary.
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Housing OUTSIDE the village boundary where the
developer provided village amenities?
Several of the comments under this question
describe such an arrangement as bribery and say it
would set a dangerous precedent.

Yes
No
Undecided
Invalid Responses
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

% of respondents

The introduction of commercial buildings into the
village is not considered appropriate by 40% of
respondents.
However, the conversion of existing buildings for
use by artisan and craft workers and other local
businesses is generally acceptable.

In favour of the provision of Business Units in the
village
Yes
No
Undecided
Invalid Responses
0%

10% 20% 30% 40% 50%

% of respondents
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Action Plan

Action Plan

Objective

Method

Timescale

Partners

Continue twice yearly litter picks
and employment of street cleaner
for 5 hours per week

Organise and encourage
volunteers to litter pick

On-going

Parish Council,
village residents

Reduce dog faeces on pavements,
footpaths and public areas

Investigate additional funding 2013
and consider better location of
dog bins and dog training
initiatives

Parish Council,
village residents

Plant more trees within the Parish

Investigate additional funding On-going
and consult with landowners to
plant trees alongside their
boundaries

Parish Council,
landowners,
Hertfordshire
Highways

Plant more wild flowers and bulbs
within the Parish

Investigate additional funding
and consult with Hertfordshire
Highways

On-going

Parish Council,
Hertfordshire
Highways

Investigate the feasibility of
providing a film club for all age
groups

Consult with village
organisations to provide a film
club

2013 and on-going

Parish Council,
JoyCare,
other village
organisations

Form a Youth Club

Consult with Pirton Youth
Council and Impact (St Mary’s
Church Youth Club)

On-going

Parish Council,
Pirton Youth Council,
Impact,
Methodist Chapel

Provide the Pirton Organisations
Booklet for all village newcomers

Regularly update and publish
the booklet

2013 and on-going

Parish Council,
St Mary’s Church,
Methodist Chapel

Provide training and/or
development for village residents
of all ages

Investigate feasibility and
availability of training

2013 and on-going

Parish Council ,
village organisations ,
village residents

Improve Pirton Sports and Social
Club (PSSC) premises

Continue to upgrade the PSSC
club house by investigating
funding

On-going

Parish Council ,
PSSC,
village residents
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Objective

Method

Timescale

Partners

Provide high speed internet access Lobby for the installation of
to the village
necessary equipment

Now

Parish Council,
village residents,
Superfast for Herts,
Herts County Council

Provide a Farmers’ Market and
encourage sale of local produce
within the village

Find and negotiate with stall
holders and suppliers of local
produce to provide a monthly
market

2013 and on-going

Parish Council,
Pirton Allotment
Society,
Pumpkin Club,
other interested
parties

Provide Police Authority with the
Parish Plan

Send Parish Plan and
Comments

2013

Pirton Neighbourhood
Watch

Provide additional social housing
within the village

Send Parish Plan to Housing
Associations

2013

Parish Council,
Howard Cottage and
other Housing
Associations

Consider lowering the 30 mph
speed limit to 20 mph

Negotiate with relevant
authorities to change all signs
to 20 mph

2013

Parish Council,
Herts County Council,
Herts Highways,
Police Authority

Consider parking issues in the
village

Negotiate with relevant
authorities

2013 and ongoing

Parish Council,
Herts County Council,
Herts Highways,
Police Authority
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Youth Questionnaire

A Message from Pirton Youth Council
At the start of 2012, the Parish Plan Committee asked Pirton Youth
Council to help put together a Youth Questionnaire which would be
distributed at the same time as the adult questionnaire. We were
pleased to have been asked and spent several meetings discussing
which issues were important to young people living in Pirton.
The questionnaire was aimed mainly at teenagers. The Youth
Council has been busy trying to raise funds for a Youth Club so it
was important to find out how much support there was to continue
with this project. We also asked for views on sports and recreational
activities as well as transport to and from the village.
We think Pirton is a good place to live but we needed to find out
what others thought and how it can be improved even further.
The Youth Council’s mission statement is “Enhancing village life
for the young people of Pirton” and hopefully the results of the
Youth Questionnaire will enable us to continue with our aim to
make improvements for young people living in Pirton.
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Introduction
A separate Youth Questionnaire was distributed to all young people aged between 10 and 17. Statistics from
the Adult Questionnaire indicated that within the 355 households who completed the adult survey there
were 86 young people aged 11-17.
A total of 84 youth questionnaires were returned with the largest percentage of responses being from those
aged 10-13. The response rate of 84 returns reflects a high percentage of views from the young people of
Pirton.

Sample size by age group and gender
Column2

Age 10-13

Male

Age 14-15

Female

Age 16-17
0

20

40

Number of people in each group

Do you feel safe in Pirton?

Do you enjoy living in Pirton?

Yes

Yes

No

No

Invalid or missing
Invalid or missing
0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%
0%

20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

% of respondents

% of respondents
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Youth Questionnaire

Youth Club
It is clear that there is considerable support for a Youth Club with the majority of young people indicating
that they would actively join.
Is a Youth Club a good idea?

Would you join a Youth Club?

Yes

Yes

No

No

Invalid or missing

Invalid or missing
0% 20% 40% 60% 80%

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

% of respondents

% of respondents

Should there be separate Youth Club times?
Yes
No

The overall view is that there should be separate
meeting times for the younger and older age
groups. In broad terms school Years 6-8 and
Year 9 and above are suggested as being the
best groupings.

Invalid or missing
0%

50%

100%

% of respondents
Would you help raise money for the Youth Club?

There is a positive response from the young people
to help with fundraising which will build on the
fundraising already started by members of Pirton
Youth Council.

Yes
No
Invalid or missing
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

% of respondents
Would your parents help at the Youth Club?
Yes

It is encouraging to see potential parental
support for a Youth Club.

No
Invalid or missing
0%

20%

40%

60%

% of respondents
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Youth Council
Do you know a Youth Council has started?
Only 24% of young people are aware of Pirton Youth
Council.

Yes
No
0%

50%

100%

Would you join the Youth Council?

% of respondents

Yes
No

30% of youth respondents expressed a willingness
to be involved in the Council.

Invalid or missing
0%

20% 40% 60% 80%

% of respondents

Recreation
The young people are very positive about the play
equipment currently provided at the Recreation Ground.
Almost 90% rated the equipment either Good or OK.

The zip wire was installed following a request from
and successful fundraising by Pirton Youth Council.
The graph below shows the popularity of this new
equipment.

Recreation Ground play equipment

Have you used the new zip wire?

Good

Yes

OK

No

Not Good

Invalid or missing

Invalid or missing

0%
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

% of respondents

% of respondents
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Youth Questionnaire

There is a majority view that future changes should be
made to the Recreation Ground with the most popular
ideas being:



Would you like to see changes at the Recreation Ground?
Yes
No

a skate board park
improved climbing equipment

Invalid or missing

Other suggestions included:






0% 20% 40% 60% 80%

% of respondents

monkey bars
climbing frame for older children
tyre swings
obstacle course
climbing wall

What sports clubs would you join if they were available?
A wide range of sports clubs are suggested with the most
popular being:
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Road Safety
Approximately two thirds of respondents think that
the roads in Pirton are safe. However, there is some
concern about parking at road junctions in the
village.

Are the roads safe in Pirton?
Yes
No
Invalid or missing
0%

Are parked cars a problem?

20% 40% 60% 80%

% of respondents

Yes
No
Invalid or missing
0%

20%

40%

60%

% of respondents
Young respondents feel that car parking is a
problem at the following locations:





Are cars going too fast?

outside the Village Hall, Post Office and the pond
West Lane and Shillington Road meeting point
down the sides of pavements
Holwell Road

Almost half of those replying think that cars drive too
fast and there is a majority view (55%) that the speed
limit in the village should be reduced to 20mph.

Yes
No
Invalid or missing
0%

in front of houses and the shop

20%

40%

Should the speed limit in Pirton be reduced to 20 mph?

60%

% of respondents

Yes
No
Invalid or missing

Young people also mention the following road
problems:



cars go very fast round blind corners, children have
to be careful on their walk home from school



they need to be more aware that children are here
in the village



if I am riding my bike I cannot ride in the road as
there are lots of parked cars
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Youth Questionnaire

Public Transport
Do you use the no. 89 public bus?

Young people are more reliant on public transport
than adults. Almost half of young respondents use
the No 89 public bus service to travel to and from
Hitchin.

Yes
No
Invalid or missing
0%

Is the bus service convenient?

20%

40%

60%

% of respondents

Yes

46% of young bus users feel the service is
convenient. However, an additional question
asking why the bus service does not meet their
needs elicited a number of responses.

No
Invalid or missing
0%

10% 20% 30% 40% 50%



% of respondents






What would you pay for a Friday/Saturday evening
return fare?

Below £1.50

always late and doesn't go out of the village late
enough
long gaps between times in the afternoon - if I
miss one I have to wait a long time
runs well for school but more buses needed in an
afternoon
bus is once every 2 hours
too few and inconvenient times

Young respondents were asked at what times
and for what purposes they would use additional
regular bus journeys but there was no overall
consensus.

£1.50 - £2.50

However, it is clear from the comments that in
order to attend after school and leisure activities
a later bus service would be welcome.

£3.0 and above

Invalid
0%

10% 20% 30% 40%

% of respondents
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The Environment
Are there any untidy areas in the village?
.
Yes
No
Invalid or missing
0%

20% 40% 60% 80%

% of respondents

Generally the young people think the village is tidy
although there is some concern about people not
clearing up after their dogs.
Other areas of concern are:






alleyways
graffiti
dog dirt around the village
the pond
litter

Would you join the twice yearly litter pick?
Yes

Only 30% of respondents are willing to be involved in
litter picking events. However, there are many
suggestions for improving the appearance of the
village.

No
Invalid or missing
0%

20% 40% 60% 80%

% of respondents
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Youth Questionnaire

Additional Comments
Do you have any ideas for improving the village for young people living in Pirton?

There are some additional comments for improving the village for young people. The main suggestions
include:
 a place for young people to meet
 activities for young people
 a better bus service
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Youth Action Plan

Objective

Method

Timescale

Continue to establish a
venue for Youth Club

Continue to explore funding options in conjunction
Ongoing
with Pirton Partnership with a view to restoring Pirton
Methodist Church Hall as premises for Youth Club.

Seek leadership and set
Subject to success of above, investigate leadership and Subject to
up options for Youth Club set up costs of Youth Club
premises being
established –
see - item above

Partners
Parish Council,
Youth Council,
Pirton
Partnership,
Pro-Action Youth,
NHDC,
Methodist Chapel
Parish Council,
Youth Council,
Pirton
Partnership,
Pro-Action Youth,
NHDC

In the absence of Youth
Investigate provision of ad hoc youth activities
Club, provide activities for
the young people of
Pirton

Immediate and Parish Council,
ongoing
Youth Council,
Pro-Action Youth,
Youth Connexions

Promote awareness of
Parish Council to promote Youth Council through
Pirton Youth Council as a Facebook, Welcome Evening, publicity and other
forum for views of young activities
people to be heard and
discussed

Immediate and Parish Council,
ongoing
Youth Council,
school,
youth groups

Continue to provide
and/or improve
equipment at the
Recreation Ground for
young people

Investigate grant opportunities for additional play
equipment (skate park, climbing equipment, etc)

Ongoing

Parish Council,
Youth Council,
NHDC

Improve local
environment

Investigate planting of more trees and flowers in the
village by organising volunteer days. Continue litter
picking events

2013 and
ongoing

Parish Council,
NHDC,
village residents

Consider lowering the
speed limit to 20mph

Investigate feasibility of reducing village speed limit to 2013
20mph particularly in areas where young people feel
cars drive too fast

Improve bus service

Investigate ways of improving the bus service to
accommodate needs of young people in Pirton
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Pirton in Pictures

Pirton in Pictures
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